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1. Dallas Morning News Story (Ray Marcus collection) This is story on map 

appeared 11/25/’63 . Point here is that paper learned on this may “froma 

reliable source.” (Was this Alexander. . Assistant DA or someone else from 

DA’s office...just speculation). .. Note *** “Map was “major evidence” 

according to Curry “it definitely linked Oswald to the crime.” Key Stone 

Cops. . .Barney Fife in action. Wade remarks that had Oswald gone to trial 

Wade use this to as “Exhibit A” in his case against Oswald .. . .***This is so 

egregious that | have to plug it into the story. . 

. KEY DOC. Belmont to Tolson 9/23/’64 62-109060-(Section 91) EBF serials 

3811-3845. 

. Handley to Rosen 12/3/’63 62-109060-1500 (S.ect. 19) Notes that Ruth 

Paine gave this map to Lee. Marked on the map were locations in Dallas 

that were possible sites for employment. One site was Houston & Elm the 

TSBD (where Oswald get a job). . .The other marks on the map were clearly 

locations for possible employment opportunities. .. R Paine said she did not 

mark any locations on the map for Lee. . . 

Handley to Rosen, 11/29/63 *2-109060—1110 (Sect. 14) See end of page 

2 where Handley says “the purpose ... of the map was probably to seek 

employment as stated by Mrs. Paine.” **** exonerates Oswald again... 

. SAC, Houston to Director, FBI, 11/26/’63 62-109060-1010 (Sect. 13) Notes 

that Fritz made map available. . . .to the press certainly . . .When (possible 

on 11/25 day after Oswald’s death . . .Notes that the one mark locating Elm 

and Houston Streets .. .and the location of the TSBD was featured in the 

press stories. . .lt notes that map could very well be a handy quide for 

finding one’s way around Dallas... . 

FBI document from Bardwell D. Odum 11/29/’63 105-82555-505 (Sect. 21) 

Notes that Ruth Paine gave this map to Lee when she drove him into Dallas 

on October 7, 1963 so he could find his way around in his search for 

employment. 

Note to Myself: Find documentation re: That Ruth Paine must have 

received the phone call from Love Field offering Lee a job as bag handler w/
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considerably more SSSS than he settled for at TSBD. . . .No indication that 

Oswald ever learned of this job offer. . . .DiEugenio has this cited 

somewhere. 

NY Times story 11/26/’63 (RM Vol. 2, #7) Especially see marked off 

Wade’s use of the map to convict Oswald. . . 

. White’s marvelous 2-pager on the Map & press stories. .. ***** Great 

stuff++
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1. Strong use. . . .Oswald was tried in the press. . .Here is major example.. .of 

how he was pilloried. . .This in Dallas Morning News on 11/25 

. Nothing 

3. Handly to Rosen 12/3/’63 62-109060-1500 (section 19) This clears up the 

map business. . .Map of city when Lee was job hunting. . .to help him find 

his way around. . .as he told Fritz. . . 4, is a copy of 3. 

Nothing 

SAC< Houston, to Director 11/26/’6362-109060-1010 (sect. 1010) more 

nonsense about the Map. P. 3 Houston FBI makes some sense of the map 

as an innocent guide for getting around Dallas. . . 

More on the map. 11/29/’63 FBI doc. 105-82555-(section 21). . Ruth Paine 

explains the innocent purpose of the map. Follow up| w/ the job offered to 

Oswald that Ms. Paine never revealed to him. Check DiEugenio for this 

business. . . 

Nothing 

Whites’s marvelous 2-pager on the map & press stories... 

. Hoover toO RFK at 4:01 on 11/22/’63 62-109060-59 Hoover’s bag of 

misinformation. .. tying LHO to Russia and Cuba. .. w/ “communist 

leanings” . ..went to Cuba on several occasions. . . . Hoover finishes w/ 

thought that since the SS was “tied up that FBI should move into the case..” 

Note had Hoover spoken w/ LBJ still in flight on AF-1 by this time. | have to 

believe he did. . . Get Bobby on board with a down and dirty closingof the 

case... 10,11, and 12 are missing... . 

10. Piece by Pat Williams on Nation on eyewitness testimony. . . how fragile 

and unaccountable it is in reality. . .


